
THE QUIET ANARCHY OF PLANTS  
MIDNIGHT SUN JOURNEY TO ARCTIC SWEDEN 
30TH MAY 2020 – 8TH JUNE 2020 
A very special and unique experience created for a small group of travellers in the company of 
Arctic and Sámi women, sharing wisdom and knowledge infused with the Arctic summer landscape. 
 
If you have any questions about this journey please email Cedar thequietanarchyofplants@gmail.com  
 
12 places available / all women welcome  
 
Hosted and created by CEDAR SHAW 
featuring GUN HOFGAARD (Swedish drum maker & artist)  
NINA NORDVALL VAHLBERG (Swedish Sámi musician & joik singer) 
with EVA GUNNARE and LINN HUUVA  
 
This midsummer journey to Jokkmokk, Arctic Sweden is inspired by the gentle and sometimes hidden 
activism that takes place every time we work with or learn from herbs, plants and trees; because when 
we are doing this we are taking responsibility for our planet, our wellbeing and our communities. The 
potential to deepen our understanding can come through the meeting of landscapes and cultures, and 
trip is created from a long-established connection between Dartmoor and Arctic Sweden, including 
friendships that have developed over many years. 
 
Throughout this week you will be learning from: GUN HOFGAARD (artist and traditional drum maker 
from Purkijaure, a small lakeside village outside of Jokkmokk), NINA NORDVALL VAHLBERG 
(Sámi singer, musician and cultural teacher living in Jokkmokk) and other teachers from the Jokkmokk 
area including  EVA GUNNARE (Food creator and culture guide) and LINN HUUVA (teacher of Sámi 
traditional food and culinary traditions). 
 
The trip is organised by CEDAR SHAW, photographer and film maker from Dartmoor. The seeds of the 
Quiet Anarchy of Plants project began during a long quiet winter visit by Cedar to the Arctic in 2017. 
During this trip Cedar filmed the process of Gun making a traditional drum and together they developed 
the idea for an exhibition of women’s drums at the renowned Ájtte Sámi Museum in Jokkmokk.  In early 
2018, Cedar and Carolyn Hillyer organised for a group of 50 women to travel to the Arctic to participate 
in the opening of this exhibition (called Trumma För Träd) and a series of workshops (When Women Drum 
to the North) that used music, crafts, herbs and ceremonies to deepen the link between our landscapes 
and cultures. In autumn 2019, Cedar continued this project by creating a programme of workshops and 
concert on Dartmoor inspired by healing plants and remedies, exploring how working with them in 
traditional and contemporary ways can enrich our own activism. Gun and Nina travelled from Sweden to 
join Dartmoor teachers Carolyn Hillyer and Danielle Barlow for this Quiet Anarchy event; during this visit 
the idea for a return trip to experience the Arctic midnight sun was planted.  
 
PROGRAMME FOR THE WEEK 
 
30TH MAY – Meet at Stockholm Central Station (leaving your choice open of how to reach Stockholm) 
and travel north together to the Arctic Circle on the night train. 
 
31ST MAY – Arrive in the Arctic. Collected by minibus from the station and taken to our wooden cabins 
located in the lakeside forest outside of Jokkmokk. Settle into your cabin. We will visit the small town for 
supplies and then have a welcoming fika (coffee and Swedish snacks) with Gun and Nina at the 
cabins, followed by a shared potluck supper together in the evening.  
 
1ST JUNE – Early start to travel by minibus to begin our walk in Muddus National Park. The walk will be 
led by Gun and Cedar, accompanied by Nina. Workshops will take place along our route including 



creating and singing joiks (a traditional Sámi form of singing) with the plants, learning about the 
identification, harvesting of the leaves, herbs, flowers, barks and roots that we will find as we walk. In 
the evening we will eat together and sleep out on reindeer skins under the midnight sun. Our evening 
activities will consist of small crafts and storytelling.   
 
2ND JUNE – We will continue to walk in the primeval forest. You can find out more about this area here: 
http://www.nationalparksofsweden.se/choose-park---list/muddus--muttos-national-park We will return 
to the cabins in the evening to rest and reflect on our walk.  
 
3RD JUNE – Visit Ájtte (The Swedish Mountain and Sámi Museum) with a guided tour concentrating on 
the flora and fauna of this Arctic region. This beautiful museum also contains many exhibits about the 
Sámi culture which you may explore by yourself (you will have a full week admission ticket). Followed by 
free time.  
 
4TH JUNE – We will have the morning to explore around the cabins and lake, swim or rest. Following 
lunch we will be attending a workshop with food creator and Sámi cultural guide Eva Gunnare, who will 
take us on a tour in the area surrounding her Jokkmokk home. This will be a short walk but filled with 
Eva’s passion as we search for traditional foraged plants including her favourites. Eva will bring her own 
herb products for us to sample. We will end at the Alpine Garden, where she will share techniques on 
preserving herbs then together we will make a herbal salt or birch body scrub to bring home. 
 
5TH JUNE – A day at Gun’s self-built cabin in Purkijaur where we will visit her workshop, drum studio 
and garden; make and decorate forest rattles using reindeer toes, hand made glass beads and 
gathered items; learn to make reindeer fat balm. In the evening Gun will prepare the dinner using 
ingredients from her garden. Dinner in her cabin will be followed by a traditional lakeside sauna and a 
swim in the evening water.  
 
6TH JUNE – A half-day workshop at Vaikijaure village house with Linn Huuva who for many years ran 
Viddernushus, a traditional Sámi restaurant in Jokkmokk. She works with local and foraged ingredients 
and will make an evening meal for us, a further opportunity to taste the true flavour of Arctic food. Her 
mother Greta’s beautiful book on gathering and preparing Arctic herbs will be available to buy. This 
evening will include a special concert of Nina’s traditional and original songs and folk music.  
 
7TH JUNE –  This day is free time for any final visits to the museum and small shops in Jokkmokk. We 
will leave the cabins in the evening to catch the night train back to Stockholm.  
 
8TH JUNE – Arrival in Stockholm. All train times will be given to you with your confirmation of place, so 
that you can book your flights or onward transport. 
 
ACCOMMODATION 
  
We will be staying at the beautiful lakeside Skabram cabins (http://www.skabram.se/en). Each cabin 
accommodates four people (2 separate rooms each with bunk beds) plus sitting room, kitchen area 
and bathroom. They are located 45 minutes walk / 10 minutes drive from Jokkmokk village. 
 
TRAVEL 
  
Your trip fee includes the return night train to Murjek, Northern Sweden, and all minibus transport during 
the week you are in the Arctic.  
 
Your flights or other travel to and from Stockholm are NOT included in this workshop price. Once you 
have confirmed your place and have received the night train times you can go ahead and book your 
flights or other transport to Stockholm.  
 



We will aim to connect all participants before flights are booked so that you can travel with other 
women if you wish. There will be someone in Stockholm to coordinate meeting up and the onward 
journey. 
 
INCLUDED IN THE FEE  
 
FOOD AND MEALS:  basic ingredients first night potluck dinner; dinner and breakfast during the walk in 
Muddus; lunch and dinner at Gun’s cabin: traditional Sámi dinner with Linn.  

 
TRANSPORT: night train from Stockholm to Murjek, minibus transport from Murjek to Jokkmokk, all 
journeys while staying in the north and the return night train to Stockholm.  
 
ACCOMMODATION: self-catering shared cabins at Skabram for 7 nights.  
 
WORKSHOPS: Teaching sessions for 3 full days and 2 half days. All your materials and tool costs 
throughout the workshop programme. 
 
MUSEUM: your museum admission for the duration of your stay and guided tour. 
 
REINDEER SKIN: you will be provided with a rented reindeer skin to sleep on and use during your stay.  
 
HERB GATHERING POUCH: a handmade felt bag for collecting your herbs while walking in Muddus.  
 
ARCTIC EXPERIENCES: sauna, walking trip, lake swimming under midnight sun. 
 
SUPPORT & ADMINISTRATION: Cedar’s assistance before and throughout your journey.  
 
NOT INCLUDED IN THE FEE 
  
All other meals and snacks are not included. Food maybe purchased in village stores and the cabins 
have small equipped kitchens sop you have flexibility in arranging your own meals. You will be required 
to provide your own packed lunches for the walk.  
 
Flights or other transport to reach and return from Stockholm.  
Personal travel insurance – you will need to arrange your own.  
Personal spending money.  
 
WHAT TO BRING 

  
You will need some good walking shoes, a sleeping bag for the trip into Muddus National Park, warm 
clothing to wear at night, waterproofs and swim wear. At this time of year you will not need specific 
Arctic clothing. Once your place is confirmed you will be sent a more extensive list of items that are 
useful or essential to bring with you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PAYMENT 
 
We have aimed to make this trip as affordable as possible while enabling you to experience a full and 
exciting programme. We are not able to offer any bursary places for this journey but have worked on a 
schedule that spreads out the payment so you may choose to pay in monthly amounts.  
 

Return Train (with a cabin, with sheets) £180 
Cabin (including sheets and towel) £150 
Minibus and travel costs  £150 
Workshop fees including journey admin and support £700 
Workshop venue rental, materials & herb collecting bag  £160 
Reindeer skin rental for one week   £30  
Museum £30  
TOTAL £1400 

 
Due 1st February 2020  First payment  £350  includes £200 non-refundable deposit 
 
Due 1st March 2020   Second payment £350 
 
Due 1st April 2020   Third payment  £350  
 
Due 1st May 2020   Fourth payment  £350 plus final currency adjustments  
 
If you have any questions about the fee or any concerns about meeting the payment schedule, please 
get in touch.  
 
Payments to be made with the reference QAP Arctic to:  
 
Cedar Shaw  
The Co-operative Bank  
08-93-00 
88083654 
 
Thank you for making payments promptly to help us ensure smooth administration for this journey. 
 
IMPORTANT CANCELLATION INFORMATION 
Please read this carefully before making your application. The funding for this trip has been calculated 
to enable a good financial exchange with the Arctic women who are sharing their skills and time. 
Sweden is a fairly expensive country and it is important that all twelve places are filled and paid for in 
order to spread the costs of the whole journey. 

If you need to cancel your place before the end of March as long as it is possible to replace you with 
another participant, then your payment will be refunded except for your non-refundable deposit of 
£200. After March 30 there can be no refunds on payments you have already made since (1) we will 
have already made payments on your behalf for travel, accommodation and other items (2) it is less 
likely that we can replace you with another participant in time to make the journey. Please note that your 
place is non-exchangeable; any cancelled places will be filled from our waiting list. Thank you for your 
understanding. 


